Combinational Rogowski Coil with Enhanced DC Measurement Capability for Double Pulse Test Applications
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Abstract—The DC measurement capability and high-frequency bandwidth are vital aspects for current sensors to accurately capture the switching current behavior of wide bandgap devices. However, typical Rogowski coil (RC) current sensors lack DC sensing capability resulting in inaccurate low-frequency measurement results. This paper presents a concept of combinational RC with improved DC measurement capability without intruding the power loop area for double pulse test (DPT) systems. The DC current sensor and the RC are placed at different locations to capture the low-frequency and high-frequency switching currents, respectively. An analog adder circuit is used to combine the two sensing results, thereby extending the measurement bandwidth of the RC without increasing the insertion parasitic inductance. The frequency-domain measurement of the combinational RC with DC sensors verifies the extended DC measurement bandwidth. In the paper, the switching current measured from a half-bridge SiC power module under DPT has been used as an example to demonstrate the enhanced measurement capability of this combinational RC avoiding an increase of extra parasitic.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The wide-bandgap (WBG) devices, such as SiC and GaN, has high switching capabilities, which causes steeper current slopes. The transient switching behavior of these devices is sensitive to the power loop inductance [1]. A smaller power loop area provides a lower stray inductance effect in the transient behavior of these devices. Consequently, using a current sensor with low insertion inductance is essential. Also, a high frequency bandwidth current sensor is required to precisely capture the fast switching transition of the commutation current. Several high bandwidth current sensors, such as resistive current shunt and current transformers, are commercially available to measure the fast switching current. Though resistive current shunt has a high frequency bandwidth of several GHz, the large size introduces large stray inductance in the measurement path [2]. Also, in the application of high current with low voltage, it reduces its efficiency for high power consumption. Another current sensing technology, the current transformer, is widely used for its no power consumption and high bandwidth of several MHz (250 MHz) [3]. However, the core material used in this sensing method limits the DC and low frequency measurement [3]. The Rogowski coil (RC) is relatively non-invasive and has low insertion inductance compared with other current probes [4]. The air-core used in this probe eliminates the limitations of using the core material.

The improvement of low frequency bandwidth or the DC measurement capability of a current sensor is as crucial as high frequency bandwidth because the commutation current waveform in power electronic circuits is similar to a pulsed current source, consisting of steep slopes, high-frequency ripples, and DC components. The insufficient DC measurement capability of a current probe creates an offset from the real DC value or a misalignment of the commutation current waveform [5], [6]. Therefore, in this paper, we emphasize on improving the low frequency bandwidth of the combinational Rogowski Coil.

A recently developed PCB-based combinational RC prototype is shown in Fig. 1. This combinational RC has improved the high bandwidth (HBW) to 250 MHz (Fig. 2) with a small size by adding shielding layers [7]. The circumference of this coil is 25 mm (major radius (R) = 2 mm), which is much smaller compared to the conventional ones. The coil uses copper shielding layers to cover the windings from the outside, as shown in Fig 1(a). The parasitic capacitance between these shielding layers and coil windings exhibits a self-integrating
region (7 MHz ~ 250 MHz) for the combinational RC [7], which extends the high frequency region of the coil. However, the low frequency bandwidth is compromised to 20 kHz, making it hard to capture the DC components of the commutation current during device switching transients. To enhance the DC measurement capability of this RC, we propose to add a DC magnetic sensor with the RC based on the ‘HOKA’ principle to obtain a wide frequency bandwidth range [5]. The ‘HOKA’ principle refers to the combination of two different sensor outputs. One comes from a DC sensor, and the other output must be the derivative of the primary current (di/dt). Following the ‘HOKA’ principle, a transducer consists of a planar current transformer, and a hall element sensor was proposed in [6]. The hall element was implemented in the air-gap region of the current transformer, so the limitation arises to balance the size of the air-gap and the hall element. Another type is the multiple TMR sensors mounted on top of the Rogowski coil [8]. A co-axial housing has been used to hold the Rogowski coil and the signal processing unit. Therefore, this implementation would increase the power loop inductance [9]. This paper discusses an alternative method to enhance the DC measurement capability of the RC in the double pulse test circuit application. The most significant part is to place the DC sensor outside of the power loop region to capture the DC or low-frequency components of the current waveform. The reason behind placing the RC coil and the DC sensor at two separate locations of the DPT circuit has been explained in detail in this section.

In the applications of the DPT circuit, the dc and ac components in the switching current can actually be decoupled. The dc link capacitor (C₁) mainly supplies the dc component of the switching current, while the ac component by the dc link capacitor and decoupling capacitor together [10]. Therefore, the DC sensor can be separated from the Rogowski coil location to avoid introducing extra stray inductance in the power loop. Mostly, the RC coil is placed at the source (S) terminal of the lower device (inside the power loop) to measure the switching current. Fig. 4(a) shows a double pulse test circuit with arrows indicating the DC (I_{low}) and AC (I_{decap}) components of the switching current (I_{SW}) of the device under test (DUT). The time domain waveform indicating I_{low}, I_{decap}, and I_{SW} are shown in Fig. 4(b). The FFT analysis of I_{low} and I_{SW} shows that the low frequency components of the switching current (I_{SW}) coincides with the low frequency components of I_{low} (Fig. 4(c)), which validates the concept that the dc component can be measured separately outside the power loop. The DC magnetic sensor can be placed between the DC bulky capacitors (C₁) and the decoupling capacitors (C_{decap}) (see Fig. 4(a)), which will capture the DC components of I_{SW}. In contrast, the combinational RC set at the source(S) terminal of the DUT (see Fig. 4(a)) will measure the high-frequency components. These two results added together yields the complete spectrum of the switching current I_{SW}. Hence, the main advantage of this method is that the DC measurement capability is enhanced for the combinational circuit.
In the following section III, we will represent the simulation results of the entire probe system, which follows the ‘HOKA’ principle. Then, all the experimental results both in frequency domain and time-domain will be demonstrated in section IV to verify the proposed method.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

A simulation model (Fig. 5) has been built to realize the frequency-domain response of the combined RC and DC magnetic sensor. The model for the RC has been developed from its real physical prototype using Matlab algorithm. The DC sensor acts as a low-pass filter [6]; therefore, it has been modeled by a RC (R1 & C1) filter and a voltage divider (R2 & R3) circuit, which denote the cut-off frequency and the sensitivity of the sensor (Fig. 5) respectively. The selected DC sensor is a Hall sensor (LESR 50 NP) with a frequency bandwidth of 300 kHz and a sensitivity of 12.5 mV/A [11], matching the sensitivity with the combinational RC (Z21 = 10 mV/A). As mentioned in the methodology section, an adjusted cut-off frequency (Fc) is required for both sensors to obtain a wide bandwidth flat gain curve. The Hall sensor will only capture the current signal that ranges from the DC ~ Fc. On the other hand, the (RC+INT) will capture the signal ranging from the Fc ~ HBW. Additional high (CH & RH) and low pass (CL & RL) filters are required to tune the cut-off frequency (Fc) and filter out increased noise. The intrinsic noise of the op-amp (LTC6228) used in the integrator (INT) circuit limits the lower bandwidth of the combinational RC below 20 kHz (Fig. 2). It is better to keep a margin in the selection of the cut-off frequency (Fc) of the filters to avoid the inclusion of the op-amp noise in the system. Therefore, the cut-off frequency of both filters is chosen to be 45 kHz for both sensors (Hall & RC) instead of 20 kHz.

Mathematically, the cut-off frequency of the low pass filter (RL = 1 kΩ & CL = 3.3nF),

$$F_c = \frac{1}{2\pi * RL * CL} = 48 \text{ kHz}$$

(1)

The high pass filter corner frequency should be 48 kHz if RH = 10 kΩ & CH = 330pF.

$$F_c = \frac{1}{2\pi * RH * CH} = 48 \text{ kHz}$$

(2)

It should be noted that the paralleling effect of RH with other nearby resistors shifts the corner frequency at a higher value than 48 kHz. Hence, the RH and CH value has been tuned to match the cut-off frequency (Fc) at 48 kHz. The analog adder circuit combines both Hall and RC sensor signals, resulting in a flat gain curve (V_{OUT}) (Fig. 6), which means a wide-bandwidth sensor. The gain of the adder circuit is -16dB. The flat gain curve (Fig. 6) verifies the ‘HOKA’ principle of the system.

Fig. 4. (a) The double pulse test circuit, (b) the time domain waveforms of I_{Low}, I_{Decap}, and the I_{SW}, and (c) the frequency spectrum of the I_{Low} and the I_{SW} waveforms of the DPT circuit showing overlapped low frequency components.

Fig. 5. The simulation model of the current measurement system with Rogowski coil and Hall sensor.

Fig. 6. The simulated waveforms for (b) V_{OUT} (c)V_{HALL} and V_{RC+INT} in the circuit shown in Fig. 5.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

In this section, we will first demonstrate the frequency response of the prototype to verify the simulation result shown in Fig. 6. The gain curve will illustrate the current capturing capability of the entire system. Secondly, the sensors will be implemented in the DPT circuit, as described in Fig. 4(a). Finally, the results verify the DC improvement of the Rogowski coil without introducing extra parasitic in the power loop of a DPT circuit.

A. Frequency Domain Response

A prototype is built to analyze the frequency response of the Rogowski Coil, the Hall sensor (LESR 50-NP), and the adder circuit. The Network Analyzer (E5061B – 3L5) has been utilized to measure both the high-frequency and the low-frequency response of the system. The S-parameter test port can measure in the high frequency range of 300 kHz ~ 3 GHz, and the gain-phase test port is used to measure relatively low frequency from 5Hz ~ 30MHz.

At first, the transfer impedance \( Z_{21} \) of the hall sensor and RC are measured separately. Fig. 7(a) shows the transfer impedance curve (low frequency measurement) of the hall sensor. The sensitivity is measured to be 12.5 mV/A (-38dB), which matches the datasheet value. As discussed above, the low pass filter is added after the hall sensor to adjust the cut-off frequency \( f_c \) and reduce the high-frequency noise. The RC+INT shows 10 mV/A (- 40dB) sensitivity from the transfer impedance (Fig. 2). The high pass filter reduces the low frequency noise of the RC+INT (Fig. 7(b)), and also used to adjust the \( f_c \) value. Both the filters cut-off frequency is adjusted to 45 kHz as discussed in the simulation section (Fig. 6).

To combine both sensors and verify the ‘HOKA’ principle experimentally, a PCB (Fig. 8) is used as a fixture to connect the RC and the Hall sensor in series such that the same current from the Network Analyzer is measured by both the RC and the Hall sensor. Then, the outputs of both sensors are sent to the input of the adder circuit. The black curve in Fig. 7(c) represents a flat gain curve from a low frequency of 5 Hz to 20MHz. That means the DC measurement capability is enhanced for the RC+INT, which was limited to 20 kHz (Fig. 2). The flat gain curve obtained experimentally, which is shown in Fig. 7(c), matches with the simulation result of Fig. 6.

B. Time Domain Response

To measure the response of the probe prototype in the time domain, the sensors are used in a DPT circuit. The position of the sensors and the connections are shown in Fig. 9. The
resistive shunt footprint is shorted with a wire that is fed through the RC. The hall sensor is placed between the DC- terminals, so that the current flows through the low resistance path of the hall sensor. Due to the hall effect, a voltage will be generated at the output of the hall sensor. Both the (RC+INT) and Hall (LESR 50-NP) sensor are connected to the input terminals of the adder circuit using SMA connectors. The load inductor that is used in the DPT circuit is 400 μH. All the results are discussed in the following sub-sections.

B(1). (RC+INT) Output

The required bandwidth of a probe is measured by the transition time ($t_r$) [12]. The required bandwidth ($F_{knee}$) can be determined by,

$$F_{knee} = \frac{0.5}{t_r} \quad (3)$$

To measure the switching current waveform, the required bandwidth must fall in the flat gain region. The relation between the primary current and output voltage must be linear, thus always a constant mutual inductance ($Z_{21} = M$) between the coil and conductive wire. The RC+INT output is demonstrated with two different pulse widths ($t_1 = 10\mu s$ & $t_1 = 25\mu s$) in the DPT. The reason behind analyzing two different pulses is to identify the real disadvantage of the low frequency bandwidth of the RC. The difference between Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) is the DC level shift. When the pulse width is $t_1 = 25\mu s$, a DC offset is observed. This is because the corner frequency of RC+INT (48 kHz) is higher than the required bandwidth to measure the current at $t_1 = 25\mu s$ ($F_{25\mu s} = 20$ kHz, $F_{10\mu s} = 50$ kHz). As the (RC+INT) sensor has limited low frequency measurement capability, the higher pulse width waveform starts to create more DC offset. This proves the necessity of improving the DC measurement of the Rogowski coil. Enhancing the DC measurement of the Rogowski coil will remove the DC offset issue.

Fig. 10. The output of RC+INT when (a) $t_1 = 10\mu s$ and (b) $t_1 = 25\mu s$ under an operating voltage of 400V and load inductance of 400μH showing the DC offset issue.

B(2). Hall Sensor Output

The position of the Hall sensor has been depicted in Fig. 4(a). A commercial current probe TCP0030 A (50A, 120 MHz) is also placed at the same location to verify and compare the measured current from the Hall sensor (LESR-50NP). The measured waveforms from the Hall sensor and the commercial current probe are shown in Fig. 11. Other than the low-frequency current captured by the Hall sensor, some high-frequency ripples also appear in the waveform. The amount of high frequency ripples that leaks into the low frequency path depends on the value of the decoupling capacitor, but they won’t impact the result since they will be filtered out by the low pass filter added following the DC sensor, which is shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 11. The measured current using Hall sensor and the commercial probe.

Fig. 12. The low pass filter eliminated the high frequency ripples from the Hall sensor output.
B(3). The (RC+INT+HALL+adder) Output

The complete system consists of the Rogowski coil, integrator, Hall sensor, and the adder circuit. The adder circuit will combine the low frequency and high frequency spectrums of the current waveform. The DC measurement capability of the system has been enhanced, which is verified by the frequency response (Fig. 7(c)). As a result, the DC level shift encountered from the (RC+INT) circuit has been eliminated. The sensitivity of the entire system is 1.25mV/A (-58 dB). Fig. 13 verifies the DC enhancement of the Rogowski coil by removing the DC level shift. Also, it proves that, the DC measurement capability of the system can be improved without intruding the power loop inductance in the DPT circuit. However, compared to the commercial current probe, large spikes are observed during the transition time instants, which is caused by the gain increase of the hall sensor at high frequency. The overall performance and further improvement to take for the probe are elaborated in the following sub-section.

B(4). The High Frequency Distortion

Since the steep slopes in the current waveforms correspond to the high frequency components, the gain curve of the probe must be flat in the high frequency range to measure those steep slopes correctly. However, the addition of the Hall sensor and adder circuit introduces large noise in the high-frequency range and creates a non-flat distorted gain curve of the probe system at high frequency, which give rise to the large spikes in the switching current.

As shown in Fig. 14(a), the Hall sensor (LESR-50NP) noise ramps up at approximately 20MHz even with a second-order low-pass filter added, distorting the flat gain curve. An alternative DC sensor with low noise at a high frequency will improve the high frequency bandwidth of the probe system.

On the other hand, the op-amp (LTC6228) used in the adder circuit is selected to take advantage of the ultra-low voltage noise at the low frequency range and rail-to-rail output [13]. However, its gain curve peaks around 50 MHz as shown in Fig. 14(b) that also undermines the high bandwidth of the probe system. Choosing a better op-amp or an alternative method to sum the output of the two sensors should be studied to maintain the high frequency bandwidth of the probe system. These are the tasks under investigation and will be reported in subsequent publications.

V. Conclusion

The combinational RC has achieved a high frequency bandwidth of 250 MHz thanks to its self-integrating property. However, the low-frequency bandwidth of the RC is limited to 20 kHz that compromises the low-frequency measurement capability of the RC. A DC sensor (Hall-effect sensor) is combined with the RC to enhance the low-frequency measurement capability. This paper implements the combination of these two sensors to achieve a flat gain over the wide frequency range without introducing any parasitic inductance in the power loop zone of the DPT circuit. The RC coil is placed inside the power loop, and the Hall sensor outside the power loop. The main advantage of this method is that there is no increase in the power loop parasitic with the inclusion of the Hall sensor in the DPT application. Experimental results on a SiC power module DPT system of both the frequency and time-domain response validate the concept and show the dc current offset is removed from the RC measurement results. Future work includes eliminating the noises at high-frequency range from the DC sensor and adder circuit to maintain the high-frequency bandwidth of the combinational RC.
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